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Note of meeting: REDUCING REOFFENDING BOARD  
 
13th April 2016, City Hall 3pm-5pm 
 
Attendees 
 

 Graeme Gordon (Chair) 

 David Anderson (DWP) 

 Geeta Subramaniam (Lewisham) 

 Helga Swidenbank (CRC) 

 Iain Anderson (CRC) 

 Sara Robinson (NPS) 

 Nicola Lang (Sutton) 

 Jamie Paul (MoJ/NOMS) 

 Rachael Reynolds (NOMS) 

 Steve Bradford (HMP Wormwood 
Scrubs) 

 Magali Provensal (MoJ) 

 Jenny Gulliford (London Councils) 

 Sara Hyde (LVSC) 

 Chris Bourlet (MPS) 

 Duncan Ball (MPS) 

 Hayley Guest (MPS) 

 Lisa Harvey-Messina (YJB) 

 Hong Tan (NHS England) 

 Debbie Akehurst (Land Securities)  

 Sam Cunningham (MOPAC) 

 Sarah Richardson (MOPAC) 

 Tom Burnham (MOPAC) 

 Ruth Bloomfield (MOPAC) 

 Sarah Denton (MOPAC) 

 Paul Rowan (MOPAC) 

 Karan Garcha (MOPAC) 

 Ian Jenkins (Ealing) [for agenda 
item 1] 

 Lin Hinnigan (YJB) [for agenda item 
1] 

 Christian Steenberg (Safer London) 
[for agenda item 1] 
 

 

 

 Apologies received from: Anthony Rogers (CPS), Alison Newcomb (MPS), Paul Martin 
(Wandsworth), Doug Flight (London Councils), Baljit Ubhey (CPS), Diane Newton 
(MOPAC), Paul Baker (NOMS), Pippa Eames (MoJ), Jilly Vickers (Clinks), Dave Weston 
(HMCTS), Judith Feline (HMP Isis), Nick Mavron (MoJ), Rebecca Grattan (MTCnovo). 
 

Agenda Item 1 – Young Adults 
 
Graeme Gordon welcomed board members and members of the Reducing Youth Reoffending 
Board to the April Reducing Reoffending Board for the joint young adults agenda item. 
 
Graeme Gordon introduced Sam Cunningham for a presentation on Reducing Reoffending 
by Young Adults. The presentation is attached.  
 
A discussion followed the presentation and the key points below were made: 
 

 Nicola Lang commented that local authority youth services should be included as part 
of the universal offer, albeit taking into account cuts to provision. Chris Bourlet agreed 
with Nicola’s comment and added that liaison and diversion provides services to those 
with complex needs. He also stressed the need to ensure that existing services were in 
place and aligned with one another. 
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 Hong Tan informed the board that liaison and diversion is being piloted with young 
offenders, with links between local authorities and CCGs to ensure that young people 
did not fall through the gaps in the system. He also commented that liaison and 
diversion should be available to all ages, but that in reality, it was only in place for 
adults. Hong Tan requested the board’s assistance in providing feedback on the liaison 
and diversion pilot and commented that an assessment of vulnerability and capability 
was required. 
 

 Sam Cunningham asked the board to consider how liaison and diversion would target 
16-17-year-olds. Sara Hyde commented that VCS support would complement statutory 
services for vulnerable young people. Geeta Subramaniam commented that young 
people often do not meet the thresholds for services such as mental health and 
suggested that a pathway is needed from NHS England. She also mentioned that there 
were gaps in custody healthcare, which needed to be addressed both in custody and the 
community. Hong Tan stated that he was happy for the definition of needs to be 
broadened. 
 

 Nicola Lang suggested further involvement of intensive services, such as the troubled 
families programme. She commented that the top tier of needs could be categorised as 
chaotic families e.g. those with severe drug and alcohol needs and suggested that a 
more educational approach was needed in dealing with such cases, rather than taking a 
criminal justice route. Graeme Gordon commented that a broader conversation around 
vulnerability was taking place and that the definition was quite broad. 
 

 Lisa Harvey-Messina informed the board that existing services were being enhanced 
and provided to young adults and that this could be an opportunity to provide further 
enhancements through pooling resources and commissioning jointly without re-
inventing the wheel.  
 

 Ian Jenkins stressed the need to intervene earlier with 13-14-year-olds, as 
enhancements for that age group would result in greater benefits. Sam Cunningham 
agreed with Ian’s comment, but highlighted that the transition cohort tended to get 
overlooked and were being failed through current service provision and commissioning 
arrangements. 
 

 Helga Swidenbank commented on the importance of enhancing current service 
provision for 16-17-year-olds and that she would welcome further discussion on how 
the London CRC could invest in provision for younger age groups. Graeme Gordon 
asked the board what their thoughts were on extending the Gripping the Offender 
(GtO) pilot to the transitions cohort. It was agreed that GtO would be a good approach, 
if it could be re-branded for the younger cohort. 
 

 It was also highlighted that the GtO criteria is different to that for 17-year-olds. 
Furthermore, not all of the enhanced GtO services would be needed for younger 
offenders. It was suggested that youth provision could be moved up to young adults, 
rather than the other way round. 

 

 Sam Cunningham clarified that the proposal was not to apply GtO to young offenders, 
but rather about taking an IOM/prolific offender approach. Sara Robinson commented 
that the process could commence earlier, but it was questioned where the money for 
this approach would be found. The top point of the triangle in the presentation was 
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reiterated and the need to understand volumes. Sam explained that the approach would 
not require a large amount of money and that thought needed to take place at the 
middle point of the triangle as to how money between the NPS, CRC and YOTs could be 
injected from existing provision. 

 
Actions: 

1. NHS England to share further detail on their youth liaison and diversion pilot. 
2. There was collective agreement to take forward the proposed options. MOPAC to bring 

volumes, current funding picture and young adult business case proposal to July 
Reducing Reoffending Board. 

 
Agenda Item 2 – Gripping the Offender 
 
Graeme Gordon introduced Iain Anderson, who presented on the CRC’s enhanced offender 
management service for GtO. The presentation is attached. 
 
A discussion followed the presentation and the key points below were made: 
 

 The use of faith-based organisations for mentoring was raised and it was suggested that 
BAME representation should not be overlooked. Clarification was also sought around 
what the female offender personalised budgets could be used for in terms of housing 
and what the increased intensity of support for offenders would be. The response was 
that funding could be used for a deposit for housing. The increased intensity of support 
would mean more frequent meetings between offender managers and offenders and 
other requirements e.g. as part of a community sentence. Offenders would be breached 
if they did not comply with the enhanced support that was offered to them. Other 
providers of mentoring services could also be explored. 

 

 The evaluation of the CRC offer was raised and if a reduction in reoffending would 
feature. The board was informed that ID-IOM would be used to track the GtO cohort 
and there would be a focus on reducing reoffending. The board was also informed that 
employment was part of the core CRC offer and would be available to GtO offenders. In 
addition, Blue Sky had been commissioned as part of GtO to offer employment 
opportunities to offenders. 
 

 The board was informed that the length of the weekly sessions with offenders would 
not be limited to twenty minutes and the RAR would be a certain amount of days. 
Training for practitioners was also being developed. NPS clients would also have access 
to the CRC services. 

 
Agenda Item 3 – GPS tagging 
 
Graeme Gordon introduced Tom Burnham for a presentation on GPS tagging. The 
presentation is attached.  
 
A discussion followed the presentation and the key points below were made: 
 

 Graeme Gordon highlighted that a focussed workshop on the future ambitions for GPS 
tagging in London would be arranged and asked the board what they thought should 
be included as part of the discussion. It was pointed out that the workshop would be an 
opportunity to identify the benefits and risks of using GPS tags. 
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 Duncan Ball suggested that gang nominals should be considered for GPS tags and 
some work had been done with this group. Criminal Behaviour Orders (CBOs) had been 
used in conjunction with tags and scoping work had been carried out on tagging those 
on bail from court. A number of gang nominals were serving community sentences 
across London and tagging that group would be beneficial.  

 

 Geeta Subramaniam advised the board to be cautious about how the money for 
tagging should be used and that it should be targeted. There was also a need to 
understand who would be responsible for the monitoring of the tag and the impact of 
targeting a particular cohort would need to take an equalities impact assessment into 
consideration. It was suggested that the board should be clear about what it wants to 
achieve with GPS tagging and what it wants the outcomes to be. There was a need for 
expectations to be managed. Furthermore, the board was urged to be mindful of 
potential resourcing implications and consequences through using GPS tags, and that it 
was important to use the learning from other tagging pilots. 

 

 Sara Robinson highlighted the benefits of GPS tagging saving time for police in terms 
of negating the need for checks on offenders, as it would be allow their actions to be 
monitored. It was important that the tag was used on the right offenders and 
consideration would need to be given to practicalities such as how long an offender 
would be tagged for, as well as how the information gained from the tag would be 
utilised.  

 

 Hayley Guest suggested that voluntary tagging of gang nominals could be explored as 
part of the Gang Exit service and Sam Cunningham agreed that voluntary tagging of 
gang nominals should be looked at and suggested that a separate meeting should be 
arranged to discuss it. 

 
Actions: 

3. MOPAC to arrange GPS tagging workshop to explore future ambitions in further detail 
4. MOPAC, MPS & Safer London to meet to discuss voluntary tagging of gang nominals as 

part of the Gang Exit service 
 

Agenda item 4 – Employment of ex-offenders 
 
Graeme Gordon updated the board on the ex-offender employment roundtable that took 
place in January and introduced Debbie Akehurst as the board’s business representative, 
which was an action from the roundtable.  
 
Debbie Akehurst outlined her thoughts on employment of ex-offenders and informed the 
board that more needed to be done to tackle the ‘fear factor’ of employing ex-offenders. 
Further engagement with employers was required, along with more support. Barriers to 
employing ex-offenders included delivery of CSCS training in prisons and the delay in receiving 
the CSCS card, which prevented ex-offenders from gaining employment on release from prison.  
 
Rachael Reynolds informed the board of the work being undertaken by central government to 
help ex-offenders into employment: 
 

 The Minister for Prisons, Andrew Selous, had expressed the view that the gold 
standard to be achieved was offenders gaining industry-standard qualifications, 
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followed by employment with employers that had offered them placements as 
part of release on temporary licence 

 The CSCS card issue highlighted by Debbie Akehurst had been resolved   

 There was a need to fill the skills gap, which was easier in London where there 
were a larger number of vacancies than elsewhere in the country, and ex-
offenders would be able to help fill those vacancies  

 The civil service had ‘banned the box’, which meant that ex-offenders were no 
longer being asked about previous convictions when applying for civil service 
jobs. However, the public sector still needed to do more to make recruitment 
fairer for ex-offenders 

 MoJ & NOMS were happy to help MOPAC and partners with ex-offender 
employment 

 
Graeme Gordon suggested that a sub-group of the board be formed to focus specifically on 
ex-offender employment and there was agreement with the formation of a sub-group, where 
the outcomes for ex-offenders could be explored, along with the involvement of the London 
Enterprise Panel Skills & Employment Working Group (SEWG). 
 
Hong Tan suggested that commissioning strategies should be integrated with employment of 
ex-offenders and gave the example of ex-offenders being trained as optical technicians through 
such contracts. The need to focus on employment opportunities both within custody and in the 
community was highlighted, in addition to the importance of engaging with all offenders to 
prepare them for employment on release from custody. The readiness of offenders for 
employment (e.g. literacy) was also raised as a need that had to be taken into consideration. 
The review by into prison education by Dame Sally Coates was mentioned by the board and it 
was agreed that its recommendations should be taken into account. Substance misuse was also 
flagged as an important need for offenders, which would require addressing to allow readiness 
for employment. 
 
Actions: 

5. Sub-group of board members to explore employment of ex-offenders 
 

Agenda Item 5 – RRB Update 
 
Sam Cunningham presented the update paper to the board and highlighted the following: 
 

 Female offenders would be a substantial item on the July Reducing Reoffending Board 
agenda 

 Basic data on mapping of DIP and drug service provision across London would be 
brought to the July board meeting, involving Public Health England and local 
authorities  
 
Actions: 

6. Female offenders to be on July Reducing Reoffending Board agenda 
7. MOPAC/PHE to bring data on London-wide DIP/drugs expenditure and provision to 

July Reducing Reoffending Board 
 

Agenda Item 6 – Forward Planner/Any other business 
 
Sara Hyde asked if there would be any follow up to the AAMR evaluation. 
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Tom Burnham informed the board that a full impact evaluation and cost benefit analysis 
would be carried out. 
 
Graeme Gordon thanked board members for attending. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Action Summary: 
 

1 NHS England to share further detail on their youth liaison and diversion pilot  

2 MOPAC to bring volumes, current funding picture and young adult business case proposal 
to July Reducing Reoffending Board 

3 MOPAC to arrange GPS tagging workshop to explore future ambitions in further detail 

4 MOPAC, MPS & Safer London to meet to discuss voluntary tagging of gang nominals as 
part of the Gang Exit service 

5 Sub-group of board members to look at employment of offenders  

6 Female offenders to be on July Reducing Reoffending Board agenda  

7 MOPAC/PHE to bring data on London-wide DIP/drugs expenditure and provision to July 
Reducing Reoffending Board  

 
 

Next meeting date: 27th July 2016 – 09.30-11.30 City Hall, Committee Room 1 


